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About This Content

Pathologic 2 Official Soundtrack includes original 14 tracks by Russian neofolk band Theodor Bastard and set of 40+ tracks
from the game written by Ice-Pick Lodge audio director Vasiliy Kashnikov, the author of the soundtracks for The Void, Cargo!

The Quest for Gravity and Knock-Knock.

TRACKLIST

Theodor Bastard

Darkness

Children Are Burying The Doll

Drops In The Endless

Mourning Of The Gone

Doctor’s Dead

The Temple Of Lost Childhood
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Killing The Bison

Heart Of The Labyrinth

Lost In The Night

Macula Areas

Disappearing

Shaman From The Downtown

Volch’ya Yagoda

Darkness (no words)

Mushroomer

Air Castle

All Dead, All Dead

Archaic Way

Asphyxia

Canceled Show

Canned Future

Corner Trap

Dead End

Deep Dreaming

Delusionist

Destiny Teeth

Dreamhouse

Endless Rest

Epilogue

Eternal Sacrifice

Exhumation Of Sense

Gears Of Law
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Heavy Hand

Higher Than Sky

Illusion Of Choice

Infected Warehouse

Mad Mother Earth

Military Administration

Miracle Workshop

Nobody Home

Odongh

Panic Routine

Plague Awake Here

River Of Flegm

Rotting Stones

Rust And Blood

Silencio Zero

Slow Ceremony

Song To Bodho

Steppe

Stress Hug

Suok Circle

Taste Of Crime

Terminal Fever

There Is No Hope

Twyrin

Useless Science

Window To The Past

You Are Not Welcome Here
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Dude, it's pretty neat.. There needs to be more caveman games out there. A lot of puzzles are there and so it is enough to play
several hours without any guide. The story of the game is somehow scary but impressive to me. Basically, for each chapters, you
would solve some puzzles and pass a level and doing again. By vonsidering the length, story, puzzles, I recommend this..
Terrible, sluggish, and very buggy interface on what would have been a decent puzzler. Finally one of the many bugs corrupted a
puzzle irreversibly and ruined my game halfway through.. without controller support its bad game. A love letter to arcade
games? Great art style, fairly repetitve... but well done. Pick it up when it's on sale, and you might be pleasantly surprised.. This
VR experience did a good job of immersing me in the world of Portal. The graphics are excellent, and the puzzles were fun,
although not too challenging. The puzzles consist of figuring out how to move cubes to the right places in order to proceed
through the game. Unfortunately, you don't actually get to use a Portal gun, nor were there any of the jumping type puzzles
found in the original Portal games.

There are several levels to solve, which kept me busy for just under an hour. I did enjoy the voice acting, although since this is a
community mod, we don't get to hear GlaDOS or Wheatley.

I would love to see more levels made.
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Play it, only when you are isolated, bored and there is not any other possibility how to spend time plus price is less than 0.49
Eur.. Must have VR game!
I've played all the boxing VR games, this is my favorite offline and the only one with online.
Feel free to add me if you download, im always looking for a fight
. Halloween themed mission and costumes just three weeks after the release? Great job Trendy and thank you! This DLC is
totally worth it :). Mindless monotony gave up after 20 minutes. asked for a refund. Shu is a great little platformer with a
captivating hand drawn art style and soundtrack. If you're looking for a solid platformer to consume you for 4 to 5 hours for
under 12 bucks, Shu is a no brainer.

Disclaimer: I currently work for Coatsink...That being said, I purchased this with my OWN cash before joining Coatsink and
I'm writing this review from my genuine perspective.. I'm Really enjoying this Game/Story, been making 20 min videos of it
and it's build emotion out of me that i didn't think it would do and it is worth it too.
Time for a bad joke
10/10 would Trap again
but really good game/story I really loving it :). AfterGrinder is a good game, but not for 10 dollars. It has a simple and fun
premise which is undermined by its slightly unpolished levels, slow movement of the entire game (intentionally, had my
computer running the game at real time and there was little difference), and costly price, costly compared to its repetive and
simplistic nature. Buy the game at a discount ranging from 50% to 80% off, its good for achievements and cards, but you can
find eveything else this game has to offer online for free and even better. Still good, i guess.. Wowsers did I hate that ending.
Such a shame, because Clandestinity of Elsie is otherwise a fantastic survival horror game, with genuine scares in the darkness
mechanic and what was an engaging story until roughly the last three minutes or so. The "foreshadowing" throughout the game
ends up amounting to nothing as the game grinds to a halt with a finale that comes out of nowhere for the sake of shock value,
then just...ends. For a game so heavily oriented towards storytelling, the extremely abrupt and deliberately alienating ending just
felt like a giant middle finger.
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